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What is the most important issue to discuss
today?
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Multiple-choice poll

Regional - Regarding fleet electrification, a
critical obstacle to collectively overcome in 12
months is __________."

0 8 5

"The identification of no-regrets power infrastructure investments
at US airports." - Matthew Cloud, Enterprise Mobility

25 %

"The need for fleet data from fleet operators to inform
EVs2Scale2030." - Britta Gross, EPRI

45 %

"Fostering the development of an MDHD EV workforce, lowering
upfront costs to purchasing EVs, and breaking down
misconceptions about the performance of MDHD EVs." - David
Chernak, Empire Clean Cities

31 %



Multiple-choice poll

Citywide - Regarding fleet electrification, a
critical obstacle to collectively overcome in 12
months is __________."

0 7 9

"Developing creative policy and other unique solutions for fleet
charging in our dense urban environment." - Sara Boukdad, ConEd

39 %

"Increasing dedicated truck parking capacity." - Zach Miller, TANY
25 %

"Developing EV charging into a sustainable business model." -
Brian Ross, bp pulse fleet

35 %



Wordcloud poll

Are you willing to join the Regional Task Force?
If yes, please write your name.
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Are you willing to join the Citywide Task Force?
If yes, please write your name.
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Rating poll

Post Event Survey (1/5)

How likely are you to recommend AEG events?
(5 = very likely)
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Wordcloud poll

Post Event Survey (2/5)

In one word, how would you describe your
experience?
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Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(1/5)

0 2 2

This was well worth the time spent;

met some incredible people and the

information sharing was first rate,

invite me again! Barry Carr

I very much enjoyed the conference

today. It was very knowledgeable,

and I believe it will be very useful

going forward with future projects.

Chad Mutter Luck Grove

Construction

I had a great time at the AEG event.

It was very interactive

and set up in a way that promoted

networking and working together.

AEG’s work is a great platform to

break the gap between problems

and solutions, bringing great team-

players together to play the energy,

equity and resilience game

challenge! “Roberto Muñiz”

I enjoyed the format and framed

discussion. You encouraged action-

based outcomes. The task



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(2/5)

0 2 2

forces will be valuable to electric

vehicle transition. Wendy Lucht,

Energetics

The event was directed toward

action in a way that most

conference like events are not. Elliot

Ward

Great people, intuitive goals, expert

opinions, and

It was great to connect with

stakeholders in small groups. Good

mix of interaction and

presentations.

H. G. is an excellent moderator and

facilitator. This was one of the most

engaging workshops / conferences I

have attended.

Such an amazing learning

experience. As a student at Syracuse

University interested in clean

transportation, being able to learn

from, and network



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(3/5)

0 2 2

with leaders of the industry is

something extremely valuable and

an experience I’ll carry with me into

the future. -Colby O’Hanley

An exciting way to engage with

peers and colleagues to work on

problem-solving.

It's wonderful to see that a diverse

group of stakeholders understood

the challenges and are working

the solutions. That many face the

same challenges and seek

collaboration is encouraging -Zach

Miller

Very interactive and informative.

Quite the assembly of industry

experts! - Jim Norris (Voltera Power)

I appreciated having so many voices

at one table. It was great to get

diverse perspectives, and I’m

excited to see the task forces

succeed! - Elijah Sinclair



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(4/5)

0 2 2

The process is engaging and offers

really implementable solutions.

Such a different conference

experience! H.G. and his team

provided a facilitated experience

with a laser focus on getting the

diverse experts in the room to agree

to targeted next steps to make

transformations on wicked

problems we face. — Shannon

Dulaney

An engaging conference that kept

me on my toes. I loved the creation

of action today with the task forces.

Great for someone starting out in

an energy storage industry trade

associate out of college. - Richard

Sturtevant NY-BEST

A great format with great attendees

and supporting staff. Everyone is

really committed to doing what



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (3/5)

Please leave us a testimonial and include your
name.
(5/5)

0 2 2

they can do individually and as part

of a team to drive equity,

sustainability and innovation.

Great facilitation and pragmatic

approach to solving a narrowly

defined problem

This event made me think deeper of

integrating stakeholders in

strategizing. - Manushi Desai,

Energy and Sustainability Lawyer

@Mintz Levin

Nadia Duplessis The format of the

event is engaging and allows

for everyone to truly learn from the

topic at hand.

Great collaborative opportunity to

come together to solve problems

and learn from each other.
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Post Event Survey (4/5)

Any suggestions?
(1/2)

0 1 3

More real world examples of what

works, and what doesn't work!

Could add a professional

photographer. Maybe a bit more

networking time during the day for

people who showed up late. If you

came at 1pm or later you had 5

minutes of break time to possibly

socialize before the event ends.

Some people may not be able to

stay until 5pm

Do not quit!!

Please have more

networking breaks during the day -

you assign seats so it is hard to

network with people leaving early

Some more mixing between tables

from morning to afternoon could

add variety to the table level

engagements and networking

Have groups (Con Ed, National Grid,

etc) introduce themselves at the

beginning so we know what

perspectives are in the room.

Make it 1/2 day

I think there could have been



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (4/5)

Any suggestions?
(2/2)

0 1 3

more mixing between the tables.

N/A

It may be helpful to have people

swap tables throughout the day

Invite artists and more community

members to the event.

Try to engage more lawyers in the

presentations too

More short breaks in between

sessions



Open text poll

Post Event Survey (5/5)

What song should be added to the soundtrack
for todays workshop?

0 0 9

How about "Right Now" by Van

Halen?

All I Do Is Win - DJ Khaled

Ol’ 55, Tom Waits

Anything by Devon Gilfillian

Earth Worship - Rubblebucket

We are going to be friends -white

stripes

Dancing in the moonlight top loader

Bound for glory. Tedeshi Trucks

Band

Electric slide


